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up his law-books at fevered speed, the local administrator
overloading his congested margins with a tangled fringe of
novel duties, the local policeman staring at the mounting
spate of his fresh functions in dazed policeman's admiration.
Slightly dazed ourselves and deeply admiring, we were led
up to Mr. Speaker, who faced the assembly from his dais.
A gracious hand waved two astonished visitors to seats
beside the throne ; and seen from that comfortable vantage-
point, the stream of legislation flowed swiftly past.
Soothed by the incomparable lullaby of eloquence, we sus-
pected nothing. There was a sudden pause, provoked by
Mr. Speaker's hammer soundly rapped on the stone slab
in front of him, as he invited the assembly to " meet " the
young ladies of some inaudible academy, present at their
deliberations. A sudden fringe of heads appeared along the
rim of a distant gallery; and the assembly rose and " met"
them. We were still unsuspecting, when he beat his slab
again and asked the House—to our increasing horror—to
" meet" the unworthiest of its spectators, That nervous
auditor, having observed the ritual, arose ; and a courtly
Legislature rose with him. But when he hoped to sit again,
the Speaker's whisper in his startled ear directed him to
speak, As flight was shameful, he remained—and spoke.
But the full terrors of a Legislature's hospitality were still
unsuspected. For the Speaker rose once more and, in-
dicating that their guest from England had a wife, invited
the assembly to " meet" her also. Once more the alarming
rustle of legislators rising politely to their feet; once more
the spectacle of an embarrassed guest smiling uncertainly
from the dais, as she " met" her hosts. Still insatiable,
Mr. Speaker demanded one speech more; and since Speakers
must be obeyed even by lady visitors, speech was forth-
coming. A member covered the family confusion with a
word of charming welcome introducing, by way of figurative
ornament, one of the pigeons which flapped unaccountably
about the hall and was momentarily dignified, for symbolic
purposes, as the authentic Dove of Peace* The incident was

